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In Burlington, Vermont!
Saturday, September 22 & Sunday, September 23
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Joy Is Within You:

Three Keys to Living Joyously:
Imagination - Inspiration - Intuition

Free Your Imagination & Live a Spirit-Inspired Life
Saturday, September 22 10 AM - 5 PM

!

You Are Psychic & Joyous Already:
Know Your Purpose Intuitively, See Your Way Clairvoyantly
Sunday, September 23 10 AM - 5 PM

!
!There are three keys to living a joy-filled life: Imagination,
inspiration, and intuition. First, without

imagination, we cannot create anything. And what fills our life with joy is our creative expression
as immortal souls. Second, we are eternal spirit, not temporal bodies. Spirit is the breath of life.
Joy is living our life as the spirit we are. We are inspired - and we inspire - when we live as
spirit. Third, our intellect can access history and make conjectures about the future based on
our past. But, it is our intuition that can directly experience the limitless in this eternal moment.
Only intuition can free us from the shackles of illusion and suffering and guide us to the joyous
truth of who we are.

!In Saturday’s Seminar, Joy Is Within You: Free Your Imagination & Live a Spirit-Inspired

Life, you’ll learn to turn your awareness inward to that limitlessness of spirit. Your freedom and
the joy that comes with that are already within you. Rather than search the far corners of the
world for happiness, true never-ending joy is to be found within you in spirit. You’ll free up your
imagination from the restrictions you’ve inherited from others teaching you to be real or practical
and learn to use it to access the limitlessness and creativity within you as spirit. Simple-to-apply,
but powerful psychic tools will be taught in this enlightening and enlivening seminar-workshop.

!Then, on Sunday, in You Are Psychic & Joyous Already: Know Your Purpose Intuitively,

See Your Way Clairvoyantly, you’ll explore what your real soul purpose is, learn how to use
your intuition to know if you’re on purpose in your life, and practice using your innate
imagination and clairvoyance to see your way to fulfilling that purpose. You’ll learn more
powerful tools to help you stay on purpose and on your path day-to-day and deal with the
challenges that may come up along the way.

!Join us for these sure-to-be amazing seminars and take your next steps in living a truly joyous
life!
!!

